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Abstract 

 
Smartphone's are extremely popular and in high demand nowadays. They are easy to 

handle and very intuitive compared with old phones for end users. Approximately 

two billion people use Smartphones all over the world, so it is clear that these 

phones are very popular. One of the major issues of these smart phones is theft. 

What happens if someone steals your phone? Why should we try to secure our 

phones? The reason is that, even if the phone is stolen, the thief should not be able to 

open and use it through unlocking easily. People are generally careless while typing 

their password/pin code or drawing a pattern while others are watching. Maybe 

someone can see it just by standing next to or behind the person who is typing the 

pin or drawing the pattern. This scenario of getting the information is called 

shoulder surfing. Another scenario is to use a hidden camera, so-called Record 

monitoring. 

Shoulder surfing can be used by an attacker/observer to get passwords or PINs. 

Shoulder surfing is very easy to perform by just looking over the shoulder when a 

user is typing the PIN or drawing the unlock pattern. Record monitoring needs more 

preparation, but is not much more complicated to perform. Sometimes it also 

happens that the phone gets stolen and by seeing fingerprints or smudge patterns on 

the phone, the attacker can unlock it. These above two are general security threats 

for smart phone users. This thesis introduces some different approaches to overcome 

the above mentioned security threats in Smartphones. The basic aim is to make it 

more difficult to perform shoulder surfing or record monitoring, and these will not 

be easy to perform by the observer after switching to the new techniques introduced 

in the thesis. 

In this thesis, the usability of each method developed will be described and also 

future use of these approaches. There are a number of techniques by which a user 

can protect the phone from observation attacks. Some of these will be considered, 

and a user interface evaluation will be performed in the later phase of development. 

I will also consider some important aspects while developing the methods such as -

user friendliness, Good UI concepts etc. I will also evaluate the actual security 

added by the methods, and the overall user impression. Two separate user studies 

have been performed, first one with students from the Computer Science 



 
 

department, and then one with students from other departments. The results indicate 

that students from Computer Science are more attracted to the new security solution 

than students from other departments. 
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1  
Introduction 

1.1  Background 

A Smartphone is a device that is capable to perform many more tasks than just 

call and send messages. It is more of a portable computer that enables us to 

visit sites across the web, pay bills, play games and communicate in many 

more ways than just phone calls. The phones often contain sensitive or 

private data that can be easily accessed by an attacker if the device is lost or 

stolen and unlocked. To prevent the data from being accessed by an attacker, 

access control mechanisms like user authentication is needed. However, 

commonly used authentication mechanisms like PINs, passwords, and 

patterns suffer from the same weakness. They are vulnerable against different 

kinds of attacks, one of the most notable is shoulder surfing. In order to 

prevent a shoulder surfing attack, a secure channel between the Smartphone 

and the user must be established that cannot be eavesdropped by an attacker. 

Therefore this thesis tries to discover a new method for unlocking the phone 

screen using the accelerometer sensor that is present in most modern phones. 

 

1.2    Purpose / Aim 

The purpose of this thesis is to prevent the manipulation of secret information 

in Smartphones from shoulder surfing attacks. Several example shoulder-

surfing-protected PIN-entry applications will be created that all use the 

accelerometer sensor to enter PIN code securely. These will then be tested to 

evaluate the security level (strong/weak) and the user-friendliness of these 

methods. 
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1.3   Research Question 

 

1. What is the reason behind the developed methods (Applications)? 

2. How to mitigate shoulder surfing attack against usual pin code entry? 
3. Which were the implementations methods which are based on these 

methods? 

4. Which sensors are used to develop these applications? 
5. Which security type can we find in these applications? 
6. Which is the best method that we can rely on it? 

 

1.4    Limitation / Scope 
 

The application tools (sensor manager and sensor service) based on android 

accelerometer sensor provides a new way to unlock the Smartphone through 

the movement. This technique was overcome by building an application 

based on pin entry code through accelerometer. The research has reached its 

aims except the testing was limited on the university pupils, it will be better if 

we can extend the result for larger groups. This thesis includes several 

android applications to compare with the default pin-code entry which 

mitigate the risk of shoulder surfing attack on Smartphone. 

 

1.5    Thesis Outline 

Chapter 1: Introduction, this chapter provides a brief introduction to the 

thesis and explains briefly the background, aim/purpose, research questions 

and limitations. 

Chapter 2: Background, this chapter provides a background study of the 

system which helps the reader understand the whole system. 

 

Chapter 3: Security and thesis theory, this chapter contain two parts, the first 

one describes which security has these applications comparing with others 

and the second part explains how the applications are built. 

 

Chapter 4: applications method, which describe the entire applications and 

how the user would be tested. 
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Chapter 5: Results and interpretation, this chapter explains the testing plan, 

discusses different user testing techniques and the extracted data. 

 

Chapter 6: Discussion & Conclusion, this chapter answer the research 

questions, discuss the results, summarize the work, and the future work.   
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2  
  

Background/ Literature Review 

2.1    Android 
 

Android is a mobile operating system developed by Google, based on 

the Linux kernel and designed primarily for touch screen mobile devices such 

as Smartphones and tablets [1]. As is explained in Figure 1, it provides a 

sandboxed application execution environment. A customized embedded 

Linux system interacts with the phone hardware and an off-processor cellular 

radio. The Binder middleware and application API runs on top of Linux. To 

simplify, an application’s only interface to the phone is through these APIs. 

Each application is executed within a Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM) 

running under a unique UNIX User id. The phone comes pre-installed with a 

selection of system applications, e.g., phone dialer, address book and etc [1]. 

 
                Figure (1) The Android system architecture [1] 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_operating_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_kernel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Touchscreen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tablet_computer
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The android Smartphones are equipped with various embedded motion 

sensors, such as the accelerometer, gyroscope, and orientation sensors. These 

motion sensors are useful in supporting the mobile UI innovation and 

motion-based commands [1]. 

In my research I have used one of these motion sensors, the accelerometer, to 

provide a secure path for PIN entry for the android unlock phone screen. This 

will provide more protection for the Smartphones, compared with applications 

that rely on typing to enter the pin code. 

 

2.2    Touch screen 
 

The most common mechanism used nowadays to unlock the Smartphone is the 

“touch screen”. The touch screen is the primary user interface of Smartphones 

and works by detecting the location of the touch on a screen. When a user 

taps on a screen to enter the pin, usually four digits, to unlock the phone 

screen, its supporting hardware and firmware will report the coordinates of 

tap events to the operating system of the Smartphones. The coordinates of a 

tap event together with knowledge of the application view currently 

displayed on the touch screen determine the corresponding user input. 

 

 
Figure (2) layout of lock screen [2] 
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2.3    Sensor background 
 

Android mobile phones are equipped with a variety of sensors like 

accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, light, GPS, etc. All of these are 

meant to be accessible to developers, to open up interesting opportunities for 

them to create sensor-based applications. A sensor is a converter that could 

measure a physical quantity and convert it into a signal which can be used in 

an application. Such a sensor could be hardware-based in the form of a 

physical component built into the device and it obtains its data by directly 

measuring specific properties, for example, the Accelerometer or Gyroscope 

sensors. It could also be a software-based sensor sometimes called virtual 

sensor which simulates hardware-based sensors and obtain the data from one 

or more hardware-based sensors, an example of this is the gravity sensor [3]. 

 

The Android platform supports three broad categories of sensors: 

 

- Motion sensors: These sensors category measures the orientation and 

rotational forces along 3 axes (x, y and z). Accelerometer, compass and 

gyroscope are the most popular and used in variety of applications [4]. 

The Accelerometer sensor measures how fast the velocity of the device is 

changing over time which used to detect the orientation of the phone, 

shaking, moving from direction A to B, or rotating. Figure (3) below shows 

some characteristics of the accelerometer through device rotate. 
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Figure 3: accelerometer sensor device rotation [5] 

 

 

- Environmental sensors 

These sensors measure different environmental parameters, such as ambient 

air temperature and pressure, illumination, and humidity. This category 

includes barometers, photometers, and thermometers [4]. 

 

- Position sensors 

These sensors determine the physical position of the device. This category 

includes geomagnetic field sensor and the orientation sensor [4]. 

 

Any sensor can be accessed through android sensor framework which 

contains many tools to implement the applications based on these sensor, 

these tools are (Sensor Manager, Sensor, Sensor Event and 

SensorEventListener). 
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2.4 Sensor Availability 
 

While sensor availability varies from one device to another, it also varies 

between Android versions, because Android sensors have been implemented 

and introduced over several platform releases. In this thesis, the android 

mobile applications tested on android operating system platform (Samsung 

S4) from version 3.0 to 5.1 that support motion sensor. These OS versions 

enable the use of these sensors for the present task specifically the 

accelerometer sensor to unlock the Android phone, this will enable moving 

multiple (ball/symbol) around specific angles where numbers are located, so 

that pin entry is possible to work and unlock the phone screen. 

 

2.5  Sensor Coordinate System 
 

To determine the data values, Sensor frameworks uses three axis coordinates 

system (X,Y,Z) since X is horizontal and represent the right side, the Y axis is 

vertical which indicates up, and the Z axis indicates toward the outside of the 

screen face, while coordinates behind the screen has negative Z values. The 

Acceleration, Gravity, Gyroscope, Linear acceleration and Geomagnetic field 

sensors are used coordinates system. 

 
- Acceleration sensor measures the acceleration that used in the device, includ-

ing the force of gravity.  
 

- Gravity sensor provides a three dimensional vector point to the direction and 

magnitude of gravity. 
 
- Gyroscope sensor measures the rate of rotation in rad/s (Radian per second is a 

unit of rotational speed ) around a device's x, y, and z axis. 
 

- Linear acceleration sensor provides with a three-dimensional vector (X, Y, Z) 

representing acceleration along each device axis, excluding gravity. 
 
- Geomagnetic field sensor which is monitors changes in the earth's magnetic 

field [6]. 
 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotational_speed
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 2.6 Sensor types 
 

There are many types of sensor to get access the specific frame of the 

Smartphones, it can be hardware –based as the accelerometer and gyroscope, 

while the other as the gravity, linear acceleration, and rotation vectors sensors 

can be either hardware or software [7]. 

Here are the main Sensor types: 

 
2.6.1 Accelerometer Sensor 
 
The accelerometer is a hardware sensor based on sensor motion, measure 

how quickly the speed of the device is changing in a given direction and 

monitoring the movement of the device, as tilting, shaking or rotation. This 

movement is a reflection of the users input that measures linear movements 

in three dimensions, side-to side, forward-and-back, up-and-down (labeled x, 

y, and z respectively in Figure (3) upon). 

The accelerometer has variation values recorded in three axis (X,Y,Z) depend 

on given device and orientation, either a portrait or landscape mode, since I 

have based portrait mode setting as it is explained in the pictures below: 

 
Figure (4) Smartphones in a portrait mode [7] 
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Figure (5) Smartphone in a landscape mode [7] 

 

When the device moves, the return values of (X, Y, Z) are translated to (0, 1, 

2) respectively that define specific angles as in table (1) and describes the 

changes in acceleration along these axis of the coordinate system measured in 

m/s2. 
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Table (1) the returned values of (X, Y, Z) [7] 

 

Accelerometers are sensitive to the linear acceleration of the sensor and the 

local gravitational field, since the positive values of X, Y, Z axis on the 

sensor package denoted to the linear acceleration while the negative values of 

X, Y, Z denoted to the gravitational field. 

Through my works I have used these axes to measure the static acceleration 

and find the angles when the device moving to enter the pin code [8]. 

 

 

2.6.2  Gyroscope sensor 
 

A gyroscope is a device that uses Earth’s gravity to help determine 

orientation. Its design consists of a freely-rotating disk called a rotor, 

mounted onto a spinning axis in the center of a larger and more stable wheel. 

As the axis turns, the rotor remains stationary to indicate the central 

gravitational pull, and thus which way is “down.”[9]. 
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2.6.3  Magnetometer sensor 

A magnetometer sensor used to measure the direction of the magnetic field in 

an area. The magnetometer have two types, scalar and vector magnetometers. 

The scalar magnetometer measure the effectiveness of the magnetic fields, 

where the vector measure the pieces of it in a specific orientation of the 

device [10]. 

 

2.7    What is the difference between hardware and software sensors? 
 

A hardware based sensor is one of the phone’s hardware components which 

get its data by directly measuring specific environmental properties, such as 

acceleration, geomagnetic field strength, or angular change. An example of a 

hardware sensor is an accelerometer sensor. On the other hand, software 

based sensors are called virtual sensor because they mimic the hardware 

sensors and get their data from one or more of the hardware-based sensors. 

Examples of software sensors are linear acceleration and the gravity sensors. 

In addition some that can be of either type, either hardware or software 

depending on design choice, such as Gravity, linear acceleration, and rotation 

vector sensor. 
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3  
Security and thesis theory 

The first part of this chapter explains the security mechanism in 

Smartphone’s compared with the methodology that carried out for thesis 

work, while the second part illustrates the tools that used for the system. 
 

3.1    Security mechanism 
 

Smart phones are too important, all our necessary data in the phone. It 

becomes very sophisticated, at the same time it has been more vulnerable to 

threats and viruses. Due to that, a new technology has been implemented to 

preserve our Smartphone’s data by setting many pin codes to unlock and get 

access the Smartphone functionalities. 
 

3.1.1  Security in smart phones 
 

Both Apple IOS and Android based Smartphone’s support PINs as a screen 

lock mechanism. PINs are the primary operating system screen lock interface 

[11]. Android operating systems equipped with different security features to 

lock the screen phone such as pattern, pin and etc. people are tending to use it 

to preserve their private data from unauthorized users.  At the same time they 

looking for the usability because they thinking about “ease of use”. Since, 

they try to choose a pin which is easy to remember. 

To unlock the screen using a Pin, the user should press four digits [0-9] and 

digits maybe repeat [11], we think it is a safe way to protect our phones data 

but the researches at Cambridge University proved there are many malignant 

applications were able to extract or retrieve the android PIN allowing them to 

get the data through the camera or microphone [12] 

While pattern lock screen requires the user to form a pattern on the screen by 

drawing lines on 3*3 arrays between numbers to unlock the device screen. 
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This method is also become more vulnerable to shoulder surfers attack, since 

the researches at Norwegian University of since and technology showed that 

many users employ the same patterns as well as they explained the way of 

retrieve the pattern by giving your name [13]. However both Pins and unlock 

pattern are not a good way for security comparing with accelerometer to un-

lock the Smartphone’s because of what is already mentioned. 

 

 

3.1.2  Security of a regular pin and pattern-based lock-screen compared 

with new thesis applications 
 

Recently Pin based lock screen not quite secure because many people tend 

to use a predictable Pin. To access any Smartphone’s resources, the user 

usually enter four digits to unlock the phone screen and these digits can be 

seen by others around you or through tracking a fingerprint that you tapped 

on numbers. Furthermore the hacker can exploit programmer’s mistakes to 

unlock the screen. For example in Samsung S3, unauthorized users can press 

the “emergency call” in case of an emergency and (ICE) contact list buttons 

and hold down the home button at the same time to cause the device’s home 

screen to pop up. From there a user can touch an app and gain access to it 

[14]. Also pattern-based lock-screen can faces different attack. One of them 

is a physical attack by using an efficient optical camera to retrieve the pattern 

drawn on a screen or be active through observed the pattern drawn directly 

for anyone around the user [15]. 

My issue of authentication in this thesis is how to mitigate shoulder surfing 

attack. Shoulder surfing attack is an observation way to get users Pin in a 

crowded area, such as looking over someone's shoulder that enters their pin. 

Shoulder surfing can also be done long distance with the aid of binoculars or 

other vision-enhancing devices [16]. 

 I have tried to develop authentication methods depending on accelerometer 

sensor. The user enters different four PINS respectively instead of one pin 

code to unlock the smartphone screen. As I have realized through testing, this 

method is really difficult for the users around you to get the way of entering 

the pin code as well as the other PIN codes. Even if they understood the 

manner of entering the codes, they still cannot remember the four pin codes 
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that entered respectively. That makes unlock screen more secure, but it also 

makes them way more of a hassle. I will focus on explaining the whole 

system architecture later in chapter four and five. 

 

 

3.1.3  Security and usability 
 

Both these benchmarks are important nowadays. People usually look after the 

system contains a good security with ease of use, but security and usability 

should not be seen as a one-dimensional trade-off [17]. 

At the beginning of designing an application, several protection mechanisms 

must take into consideration. Here, I have considered the security part that 

called shoulder surfing attack related Smartphone’s taking into account the 

usability, efficiency and the effectiveness. The issues of efficiency here is to 

compute the time required to enter the right pin code and complete a login 

task. Entry time should be low to facilitate efficient authentication, but must 

be balanced against security requirements. Effectiveness reflects how well 

users can unlock the Smartphone’s screen. The user should be able to authen-

ticate without error. The success rate for entering a pin codes correctly with-

out errors is a common metric for effectiveness [18].  

The intent of the study is to get a good security method to unlock the android 

smartphones that avoid shoulder surfing attack taking into account the easiest 

way with minimum time that expend to unlock the phone screen. All that 

implemented through testing phase (in chapter 4 and 5) and I have registered 

the time needed to complete the unlock method in a log file to find the opti-

mal application that match these concepts. 
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3.2 Thesis theory 

 

3.2.1  Approach 
 

The main and most important approach was that whether the accelerometer 

or sensors through unlocking how to be done effectively. Project 

requirements were written down as different sketches and pictures as 

methods to be implemented. Different methods (classes) and interfaces used 

through programming the applications. The methodology that I have 

depended on it in the software development process was agile which means 

the development process was iterative and incremental where the work 

separates into units to reach a common goal to achieve the seven applications 

in different manner. 

 

3.2.2  Work Execution 
 

Paper prototypes played the most important part in the beginning of the stage. 

I draw many diagrams and wrote many methods to get the idea of how the 

first app should be design. At the beginning, I tried to unlock the phone 

screen by drawing a pattern between numbers (4 digits) using a ball instead 

of using a finger but I thought it was not very secured due to the phone still 

exposed to shoulder surfing attack. 

After short listing 3-4 diagrams I started thinking about the idea of the 

application, since I have been started to develop the usual pin entry code 

through typing a PIN first. To start with the first application based 

accelerometer, I have created a small app that contains a ball moving in a 

screen using the accelerometer, then I extended the app by putting the 

numbers and continued to develop the pin entry code using accelerometers to 

compare it with the usual pin entry code in part of user friendliness and the 

hardest authentication. The programming tool for six applications 

implemented in java on the Android OS, takes samples from the 

accelerometer sensor that analyzes the device orientation. 

All the testing was done in a real phone. Some part of the initial testing was 

done through Emulator. The user evaluation constructed in a simple way 

through the user questionnaire to measure the user satisfaction and find the 

preferably application. 
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4  
Shoulder-surfing-protected PIN 

entry 

This chapter discusses the development process and the created systems for 

seven different methods of shoulder-surfing-protected PIN entry. The system 

description includes system requirements, system creation, system flow, 

system architecture and system testing. 

 

4.1   System requirements 
 

 The android application works on android OS from version 3.0 (Honey-

comb) to version 5.1 (Lollipop). Android OS versions below 3.0 are not test-

ed. The android applications requires android phone to install the applications 

for testing. 
 

4.2   System creation 
 

The android applications for entering pin code through typing a PIN and 

accelerometer was created in Eclipse (Luna) using android Sdk tools and 

platform. The android mobile applications were tested in Samsung S4 phone. 

The first application (entering pin using finger print) used Xml file to create 

the user interface while the other applications (entering pin using 

accelerometer) based on just Java file containing OpenGl to draw and 

manipulate objects. 
 

4.3  System flow 
 

The system includes six android applications depending on accelerometer 

sensor to unlock the android mobile phone and one application based on pin 

entry code to compare it with new method (using accelerometer). Android 
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application reports all the data (how many times tried to enter the right code, 

how many times that fails to enter the right code) to the Log file. The android 

application collects data during user testing. After Android app testing, it 

collects the data from multiple users to analyze the received data (time 

spending to enter the code) for the best time. After analyzing the mobile app 

data, it reports only the time. Depending on the time that spends in each 

application and the questioners I could decide which application is more user-

friendly and more secure than other. 

 

4.4  System architecture 
 

The usual android mobile application based on unlocking the phone through 

the usual method (pin-code entry). In this app the user should enter the right 

pin code that contains four digits. After entering the PIN code, phone must be 

unlocked to be able to access the contents of the phone. 

The Pin code entry using finger nowadays becomes not very reliable because 

anyone who is beside you can see your Pin code during unlocking your 

phone or bypass the code from the hackers. Since there are many ways to do 

the process depending on the phones type. 

Therefore I have tried to develop unlock screen applications based on 

accelerometer sensor to unlock the smart phone screen in different ways. 

The idea based on accelerometer sensor, it means this sensor measures of 

how fast the speed of moving the objects [19] (ball/symbol) to enter the Pins. 

By sensing the amount of acceleration, users move the phone in all 

directions, that makes the ball also move around the numbers, when the 

ball/symbol be on the number, the number will be registered as a digit of the 

pin and so on to complete the Pin. All that implemented in six applications. 
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4.5  Applications 
 

The first app is using a single ball around sequence numbers on the screen. 

The user should move the ball by move the phone on specific direction when 

the number is located to enter the pin code for four times and each time the 

user enters an individual pin to unlock the phone screen. If the user fails to 

enter the pin, it shows a dialog message said” you enter a wrong pin try 

again” and the user have ten attempts to enter the right pin, or in the case of a 

right pin, it appears a dialog message said” you entered the right pin try the 

next one” until the user enter all the four pin codes. 

 

 

 
 

Picture (1) the first application 

 

 

This application is the easiest way to enter the code and do not take so much 
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time comparing with the other because it has just one ball to enter the four 

pin codes around sequence numbers.  

 

 
- The second app is using a single ball around non sequences numbers. The ball 

should move between even numbers at the top and odd numbers on the bottom 

of phone screen to enter the right pin code.  

 

 

 
 

Picture (2) the second application 

 

This app makes shoulder surfing attack hard to recognize which number have 

been registered to enter the actual pin code because the numbers is not 

ordered, that will be difficult for the attacker to remember the right codes 

when he /she keep an eye on the phone. 
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- The third application is using a multiple colors balls around sequences numbers. 

In this application, the user has lots of balls with different colors. All the balls 

are bogus (balls moving and don’t register any code when it touches numbers) 

except one ball. To reveal the true ball, put the phone horizontally and you will 

notice that all the balls are moving randomly, while the actual ball not. Now 

you can focus on the true ball to enter the four pin codes. 

 

 

 
 

Picture (3) the third application 

 

This application very difficult both for the user to enter the right code and the 

attacker to find the actual ball among them thus reveal the right pins. At the 

same time it takes a long time to unlock the phone. 
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- The fourth application using a multiple colors ball around no sequences num-

bers. 

 

 

 
 

Picture (4) the fourth application 

 

 

The no sequences numbers application is more secure in term of detecting the 

secret code than sequences numbers application because the attacker thinks 

that the numbers always be sequenced.  
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- The fifth application is using a multiple repeated symbols around sequences 

numbers. This application has the same idea of the second and third app but 

with different symbols rather than balls to find the more security app among 

them. 

 

 

 
 

Picture (5) the fifth application 

 

 

To use different symbols instead of balls, this makes it even more difficult to 

find the actual symbol among repeated of the same symbol. That is really 

tricky for the shoulder surfing attacker to reveal the pin, which means it takes 

a long time to enter the codes. 
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- And the sixth application is using multiple repeated symbols around no se-

quences numbers. 

 

 
 

Picture (6) the sixth application 

 

I have tried to develop these applications and analyze their data to compare 

between them in term to find the most acceptable and reliable application for 

the user. Finally comparing the accelerometer based sensor with the usual pin 

entry code which is developed as a seven application. 
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Picture (7) the seventh application 

 

 

The user enters the pin code that contains four digits by press on numbers to 

unlock the phone screen. This application was very easy to test and don’t take 

so much time comparing with accelerometer based sensor applications. That 

makes the shoulder surfing attack available for the attacker to reveal the right 

pin code.  
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4.6 User testing theory 
 

4.6.1 What is a user testing? 
 

User testing is a technique used to estimate or evaluate the system through 

testing by the user to reveal the mistakes, since that can be after it gives the 

information to the user on how the system should be use. 

There are number of methods which can be used to measure and investigation 

of the task. There are four methods SUS (System Usability Scale), QUIS 

(Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfaction), CSUQ (Computer System 

Usability Questionnaire) and PSSUQ (Post-Study System Usability 

Questionnaire) [20] are available for these kind of testing. Out of these 

methods SUS (System Usability Scale) is more suitable for the study. 

SUS is simple to understand and use. It covers variety of questions and has a 

1-5 rating for each question asked during testing [21]. 

Sometimes it happens that some important issues, problems or errors are left 

out during development phase. Developer sometimes doesn't pay attention or 

forgets to check it out. User testing overcomes that problem by testing the 

application from end users apart from developers [21]. 

 

4.6.2 Why using user testing? 
 

The fundamental use of user testing is to evaluate and asses the system. 

In the long run every company wants to improve their profits and with the 

help of user testing it can be improved. The main goal of user testing is to 

know that the product is useful for the targeted users and is easy to use and 

learn. User testing is cheap to perform and comparatively quick from other 

methods of usability. 

Different attributes of Usability: 

-Usefulness- meaning how keen user is to use the product and achieving 

his/her goals while using the product, without usefulness of any product there 

is no point going further use. 

-Efficiency- how quick a user can achieve his/her goals is all about efficiency 

[22]. 

-Effectiveness- this is related to efficiency in a way. It defines error rate of a 

particular task and the result depends upon quantitative analysis. 
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-Satisfaction- getting the User’s experience after using the product. This 

usually captures via oral conversations with the user. 

 

 

4.6.3 Goals of UT 
 

Usability testing is the process of executing a program with the intent of 

finding errors [23]. I have collected the qualitative and quantitative data to 

determine the participant's satisfaction with the product. Since I had a task 

based approach for the evaluation to collect the outcome of the data to be 

measured at the end. 

 

4.6.4 Pilot testing and User testing 
 

Pilot testing 

 

Before starting the user testing, I have explained for each user the idea of 

applications for one or two minutes, the user start testing for two minutes just 

to try and understand the way of testing. 

 

User testing 

 

The most important issue is a User testing to know how the user interacts 

with the system in terms of user friendliness and the satisfaction of it. 

The concept of Usability meaning quality, there should not be any frustration 

while using the software. The more frustration the less usable of the 

product/software is. 

There are different techniques and methods to perform the usability of a 

system or product now days such as Ethnographic design walkthroughs, 

paper prototypes, participatory design, heuristic evaluation, Usability Testing 

etc. 

I have depended on User testing manner, whereas the User testing is carried 

out for all the 6 apps developed throughout the project. After the pilot testing, 

the users started reading the instruction for first app and test it and so on for 

the other application until finished. 

I have created Google forms with related questions to fill in by the users, 
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which is the later stage of the test to help me later for comparing the sixth 

applications in which give me an opportunity to validate the apps task in term 

of primary time that needed for testing and supply the reliable data for the 

study. I made Google forms with elaborate questions specifically related to 

particular app. The user should fill the blanket with their idea about the apps. 

 

4.6.5  Analyzing and reporting UT 
 

Two types of analyzing data- qualitative and quantitative 

-Quantitative: - all the numerical statistics can be analyzed using 

quantitative analysis such as- number of users participated, number of tests 

performed, number of tasks were successful etc. 

-Qualitative: - about the users, satisfaction rate, efficient to use the app etc. 

I have more focused on Quantitative approach in this thesis [24]. 

 

4.6.6  Participants for main test 
 

Around 30 students participated and performed the main test. The user 

selection was done in such a way that participants are selected that is ideally 

matched with the thesis topic. All the participants are chosen from Linköping 

University and studying in the university and each of them are studying either 

in technology or civil department. Participants are aged between 18-40 years 

because the newer generation is mobile savvy and know the operations well. 

Fifteen of them studying in technological part and the others studies out of 

technological part. I have chosen that to see how the users in different 

sections can be interacting with the applications. 

 

4.6.7  Duration 
 

The duration of the test was approximately between 20-25 minutes. The test 

was conducted individually with every user. During the testing, both the 

developer of the applications was available for the guidance. After the 

testing, every user will be given “Google form” to contribute their perception 

of the testing results. 

The logs are saved via Log files technique so that, the supervisor or someone 

else can get the needed information. 
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5  
Results of Testing 

This chapter discusses the ways of data collected and the results obtained 

from user testing and their statistics. The results will focus on the research 

questions. 

 

5.1 Available sources and data 
 

As a result of testing, android platform system in this thesis provides an 

authentication way to unlock the Smartphone’s screen by using accelerometer 

sensor. However, when the user try to enter its pin codes, I have realized it 

was really difficult for the people around he/she to guess what is the pin 

codes among many balls/symbols that moving around numbers to enter the 

right pin, beside that there are four pins should be entered respectively to 

unlock the Smartphone screen. In android system there are different sensors 

are available, each sensor capable for providing data sources that collected 

with high accuracy and reliability.  In this thesis I have used the following 

sources: 

-  Implemented on Android platform system (Samsung S4). 

- Development Tools used: Eclipse Luna (VERSION 4.4). 

- Sensors used: Motion sensor (Accelerometer). 

- Supported tool is Android-SDK using Java Standard Edition (Java SE). 

- Usability testing tools is Google forms (Task based approach). 

Android versions- 3.0 to 5.1. 

- Collecting data through Log cat (Downloaded and used for gathering the 

data).  

- Analyzation tool is Excel to analyze the data gathered through testing using 

Log cat. 

 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/overview/index.html
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5.2 Testing plan 
 
This section describes how the testing was performed. At the beginning, I have 

prepared an auxiliary application to describe the idea of the system for the users. 

After that, the user tries this example of an application for several minutes to find 

out how the system should be tested. 

 

5.3 Testing phase 
 

When the users test the applications, they are give a paper for each 

application that contains an instruction of how to use the application, which 

symbol/ball to follow and the four pin codes that should be entered 

respectively. These four pins are chosen randomly using excel function to 

generate random codes. In addition there is an instruction dialog that appears 

when the user starts the app. 

Each user have to test seven applications, six of them based on accelerometer 

and the seventh one pin code entering through typing a PIN as in the usual 

way. When the user start the first app, gets the instruction dialogs followed by 

phone vibration, it means the application starts and the user should enter the 

first pin code after realizing where the actual ball/symbol is among the set of 

balls/symbols that are moving randomly. 

The first app has a single ball moving around sequence numbers from 0-9. 

When the user moves the phone, the ball will move around numbers to enter 

the code. In the case of moving the ball on the number, the number registers 

as a first number of the code and appear up as a star and so on until the user 

complete four digits. If the first pin entered correctly, they will get a message 

telling them to enter the second then third and fourth pin. 

If the user did a mistake when entering the pin, they will get another dialog 

message telling the error code that entered and the user should try again to 

enter the right pin. Furthermore the user have 10 chances to enter the right 

pin, otherwise they will pass this application and get the next app. 

The next app has also a single ball but moving around non sequence 

numbers, since it’s an idea to be more confusing and tricky to know the right 

pin by users on shoulder surfing. After entering the four Pin codes, the third 

app appears containing multiple balls with different colors. All those balls 
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moving automatically in random way, exception there is one ball that can be 

controlled by the user to enter the right pin. The fourth application has also 

the same idea as the third app but with no sequence numbers. 

While the fifth application has various symbols (*, &, #, etc) and also moving 

randomly, the user should manage the right symbol that responsible to enter 

the right code. The six app has the same idea of app five but with no 

sequence numbers. The last application to unlock the phone screen as usual is 

through typing a PIN to enter the right code. 

After testing all applications, the user will fill in the questionnaire to find out 

their opinions and whether the application was appropriate for shoulder 

surfing authentication, whether it is a user friendly, can be applied in the 

future, etc. 

 

5.4 Data gathering 
 

I have used several methods to collect the data such as Google forms and Log 

cat. When the user tests all the applications, all data are stored in the phone 

and I had directly connect the phone to pc and get all the data through Log 

cat file that contain the date and the time spent to test every application, in 

addition computing how many times the user fails to enter the wrong pin as 

in this table: 

 

Date Time  PID  main  

10-

dec 

12:33:48.66

8 5898 5898 D acceltest 

: unlockscreenCreated 

MainActivity() 

10-

dec 

12:34:09.98

9 5898 5898 D code    : 8 

10-

dec 

12:34:11.69

0 5898 5898 D code    : 8 6 

10 -

dec 

12:34:13.82

3 5898 5898 D code    : 8 6 8 

10-

dec 

12:34:16.60

5 5898 5898 D code    : 8 6 8 4 

10-

dec 

12:34:18.20

7 5898 5898 D otherpin: Clicked ok 

10-

dec 

12:34:28.16

7 5898 5898 D code    : 0 
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10-

dec 

12:34:33.05

1 5898 5898 D code    : 0 6 

10-

dec 

12:34:36.98

5 5898 5898 D code    : 5 

10-

dec 

12:34:39.90

8 5898 5898 D code    : 5 0 

10-

dec 

12:34:44.62

3 5898 5898 D code    : 5 

10-

dec 

12:34:47.93

6 5898 5898 D code    : 5 7 

10-

dec 

12:34:56.06

4 5898 5898 D code    : 5 7 1 

10-

dec 

12:35:16.90

4 5898 5898 D code    : 5 

10-

dec 

12:35:19.17

6 5898 5898 D code    : 5 7 

10-

dec 

12:35:31.45

8 5898 5898 D code    : 5 7 9 

10-

dec 

12:35:36.08

3 5898 5898 D code    : 5 7 9 8 

10-

dec 

12:35:37.63

4 5898 5898 D otherpin: Clicked ok 

10-

dec 

12:35:45.65

2 5898 5898 D code    : 8 

10-

dec 

12:35:50.25

7 5898 5898 D code    : 8 2 

10-

dec 

12:35:54.30

1 5898 5898 D code    : 8 2 9 

10-

dec 

12:35:57.87

4 5898 5898 D code    : 8 2 9 6 

10-

dec 

12:35:59.25

5 5898 5898 D otherpin: Clicked ok 

10-

dec 

12:36:04.04

0 5898 5898 D code    : 7 

10-

dec 

12:36:06.53

2 5898 5898 D code    : 7 7 

10-

dec 

12:36:08.85

5 5898 5898 D code    : 7 7 2 

Table (2) example of collected data 
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After getting all the data through testing for 30 Participants, the data of each user 

saved in a file then transformed to the excel program to compute the time spent in 

each application, since I have merge all the applications to test one after the other. 

Through knowledge of time it takes to enter the code for each app to unlock 

Smartphone screen, It can determine whether the app is easy or difficult to learn, has 

enough authentication or not, etc. 

 

5.5 Experiments performed for questionnaire 
 

As discussed earlier in section 5.3 that there is a questionnaire around the applica-

tions that have been tested, this survey contains 12 questions. For that I have used 

Google forms to configure the questions, each question have almost five options to 

find the statistic about how was the security covered in each app. 
Here are the questions that asked for two sections, section A covered the students 

who are studying in computer science while section B covered the students who are 

studying other department. I have done that to compare between them in terms of 

user friendly, the complexity of using it, which application is most convenience for 

the user and the time needed to learn it. 

 

The first question is: 

1. 

 
 

(A) Student in computer science (B) Student in other department  

40% 

27% 

33% 

Was the 
applications 
easy to use 
frequently ? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

34% 

33% 

20% 

13% 

Was the 
applications easy 
to use frequently 

? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 
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The answer for both sections A and B approximately the same thing, they are  

between disagree and confusing if it was easy or not. They faced difficulties 

in learning apps before testing because the idea is new for them and need 

time to learn it more and use it usually.  However, majority of both parties 

(40%, 34%) are agreed that those applications are user friendly. 

 

2. 

 
 

  (A) Student in computer science     (B) Student in other department             

 

40% of the student in section B believes the apps are a little bit complicated, 

due to the difficulties of these methods to enter the right pin codes. In 

contrast for section A, they considered that these applications are 

sophisticated. Since 47% of them are disagree for the hardest of these 

applications, and considered it can be applied for a suitable authentication. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

33% 

47% 

7% 13% 

Was the 
applications    

unnecessarily 
complex? Strongly 

agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

40% 

33% 

27% 

Was the 
applications 

unnecessarily 
complex? Strongly 

agree 

Agree 

Disagree 
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3. 

 
 

  (A) Student in computer science       (B) Student in other department              

 

My issue in this thesis is the authentication. The majority of the test subjects 

believe this is a secure method for authentication, because the difficulties to 

discern which ball/symbol that are controlled among fake balls. Therefore it 

is a secure app for their smart phones and can protect them from shoulder 

surfing attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

93% 

7% 

Did you find 
approprite 

authentication in 
these 

applications? 

 Yes 

No 

Not sure 80% 

7% 13% 

Did you find 
approprite 

authentication in 
these 

applications? 

 Yes 

No 

Not sure 
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4. 

  

(A) Student in computer science (B) Student in other department  
 
When I asked about which application the user preferred than other, both 

50% 

22% 

14% 

14% 

Which 
applications of 

setting a pin you 
prefer most? 

single ball 
with 
sequence 
numbers 

single ball 
with 
nonseque
nce 
numbers 

Symbols 
with 
sequence 
numbers 

Symbols 
with 
nonseque
nce 
numbers 

Balls with 
sequence 
numbers 

40% 

20% 

20% 

7% 13% 

Which 
applications of 

setting a pin you 
prefer most? 

single ball 
with 
sequence 
numbers 

single ball 
with 
nonsequen
ce numbers 

Symbols 
with 
sequence 
numbers 

Symbols 
with 
nonsequen
ce numbers 

Balls with 
sequence 
numbers 

Balls with 
nonsequen
ce numbers 
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sides like the easiest application which have one ball to move it around 

sequence/non sequence numbers, because all people by nature tend to the 

easiest application even if it is less secure. While very few ratios likes other 

applications that actually have more security than to be a single ball, because  

they thought it was difficult to track the correct ball/symbol. There are always 

constant battle between the security and convenience, since it is difficult to 

combine them. 

 

5. 

 
 

(A)Student in computer science           (B) Student in other department 
 

Most of peoples using finger print to choose their code, therefore most of 

student in section A and B (50%, 47%) like the usual Pin-code entry app 

because it is faster, on the other hand there are a proportion of people who 

preferred the accelerometer sensor to unlock the phone for the following 

reasons: 

-they like the advance technological method with a high security. 

-it is possible to unlock the phone without removing gloves. 

-they like it as a game. 

 

50% 
43% 

7% 

Which methods of 
entering a pin you 

like most? 

Using 
fingerprint 

Using 
accelerome
ter 

Not sure 

47% 

33% 

20% 

Which methods of 
entering a pin you 

like most? 

Using 
fingerprint 

Using 
acceleromet
er 

Not sure 
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6. 

 

 
(A)Student in computer science     (B) Student in other department 

 

53% of section A  are agreed to use these applications for authentication 

compared with 40% in the second part, since they have been tested all apps 

and know how hard it was for someone else to see their right ball/symbol that 

manage the code as well as the difficulties to get the four codes. They said it’s 

really a secure app compared with the usual pin code entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

13% 

53% 

27% 

7% 

Would you like to 
use these 

applications for 
authentication? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

13% 

40% 27% 

7% 13% 

Would you like to 
use these 

applications for 
authentication? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 
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7. 

 
(A)Student in computer science             (B) Student in other department 
 

Everything is difficult at the beginning but with the time it will be easier. The 

majority of both teams are convinced that the people will learn those 

applications quickly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15% 

57% 

14% 

14% 

I imagine that most 
people would learn 

the applications 
quickly? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

13% 

67% 

6% 

7% 

7% 

I imagine that most 
people would learn 

the applications 
quickly? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 
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8. 

 
(A)Student in computer science           (B) Student in other department              
 

The information is necessary to be clear for the user to understand the mode 

of action and thus user can learn the apps quickly. The survey said that 54% 

of section A is strongly agrees while 53% of section B is just agrees. 

However the two sides agree that the instruction are really enough and clear 

to understand how the app should work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

34% 

53% 

13% 

Was the 
instructions of 

"how to use App" 
was clear enough 
to understand? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

54% 

20% 

13% 

13% 

Was the instructions 
of "how to use App" 
was clear enough to 

understand? 

Strongly 
agree 

Agree 

Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 
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9. 

 

 
 

(A)Student in computer science      (B) Student in other department              
 

93% in section A and 87% of section B are sure that the interface was 

interesting and I have realized that through testing phase. Since, they like the 

color balls interface as well as the non sequences ordering of numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

93% 

7% 

The interface of 
the applications 
was very clear 

and interesting? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 87% 

13% 

The interface of 
the applications 

was very clear and 
interesting? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 
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10. 

 
 

(A)Student in computer science     (B) Student in other department 
 

When the user fails to enter the password, they can shake it up down to erase 

the wrong code and try to enter the code again. The majority of both groups 

can recover it in an easy way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

93% 

7% 

0% 

Whenever I enter 
wrong password, 

I could recover 
easily and 
quickly? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 
73% 

14% 

13% 

Whenever I enter 
wrong password, I 

could recover 
easily and 
quickly? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 
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11. 

 

(A)Student in computer science       (B) Student in other department 
 

 

Section A and B has their views, since they said: 
- Its fine but it may not be convenient all the time, since it is difficult to enter 

the pin when the user walking, drive their car, etc. 

- Using the accelerometer might be frustrating when the user in a hurry. 

- Using Pattern may be easier than numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6% 

94% 

Do you have 
something to 
add/improve? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 

13% 

87% 

Do you have 
something to 
add/improve? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 
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12. 

 

    (A)Student in computer science      (B) Student in other department 
 

In general, both sides liked the applications. They have got a cinema ticket to 

thanks their contribution. Since they impressed the idea and they wish to 

conduct in such tests again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

80% 

20% 

Do you want to 
participating in 

anotherusability 
test 

 for the 
development … 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 

67% 

33% 

Do you want to 
participating in 

another usability 
test for the 

development 
team? 

Yes 

No 

Not sure 
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5.6 Time spend during testing 
 

Here are two diagrams show the time spent through testing for 30 students. 

Each diagram explains the time rate (Y axis) for 15 users (X axis). Diagram 

(A) shows the time taken for each user to test the applications for student in 

computer science department. 

 

 
Diagram (A) Show the time that expended to test the applications for 

students in computer science 

 

This diagram contains of 15 users (U) for students in computer science, every 

user have completed the test of all applications in different time but almost 

the time spending to test all apps is between 6 to 13 minutes. U15 takes 

maximum time (13 minutes) and U5 spent the minimum time (6 minutes) to 

finish the whole test. 

That’s when we talk on seven applications, while each application took 

between several seconds to one minute as in picture (8) below: 

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 U13 u14 U15 

00:00:00 

00:02:53 

00:05:46 

00:08:38 

00:11:31 

00:14:24 

00:17:17 
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Picture (8) Time spent for each user in computer science department for each 

application 

 

They took the most time in app3 (multiple balls with sequence numbers) and 

the other didn’t take more than one minutes. 

 

Diagram (B) Show the time that expended to test the applications for 

student in other departments 
 

Diagram B contains also15 users (U), every user have completed the test of 

U1 U2 U3 U4 U5 U6 U7 U8 U9 U10 U11 U12 U13 u14 U15 

00:00:00 

00:02:53 

00:05:46 

00:08:38 

00:11:31 

00:14:24 

00:17:17 

00:20:10 

00:23:02 
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all applications in different time but almost the time spending to test all apps 

is between 8 to 22 minutes. U1 and U3 takes the longest time (22 minutes) 

while the fifth user takes 8 minutes (minimum time). 

For each application, they took between 2-4 minutes to enter the right pin 

depend on the complexity of each application as it appears in picture (9) 

below: 

 

 
Picture (9) Time spent for each student in other departments for each 

application 

 

Through diagram A and B above, I have concluded through testing phase the 

students in computer science have ability to learn applications faster than the 

other students, since both teams tried the applications before starting testing 

for one to two minutes, then they start to test all apps. Computer science team 

took shortly time than another part (they takes max 13 min to test all app 

comparing with 22 min in the second group), beside that they didn’t fail so 

much to enter the right pin, since the average tries for each user was three 

attempts to enter the correct pin compared with five to six attempts for 

students in other departments. Also they have expressed their admiration for 

this technology in terms of the idea, the interface and the shoulder surfing 

security. 

In contrast of the other parts, I have spent a great effort to teach them on how 

these applications should work and explain a lot of the necessary concepts to 

know the purpose behind this project. 
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6  
Discussion and Conclusions 

6.1 Discussion 

 
Despite the huge and rapid development in modern technology for smart phones, but 

the seriousness of loss the important data due to phone loss or theft by hackers has 

been increased nowadays with the advancement of technology. Therefore, I have 

tried to find a way to update unlocking features using accelerometer sensor because 

the typical locking app has a low security with just a pin that contains four digits 

which becomes vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. 

 

In this part I will try to answer the research questions in chapter one: 

 

What is the reason behind the developed methods?  
How to mitigate shoulder surfing attack against usual pin code entry? 

Which were the implementations methods which are based on these 

methods? 

Which sensors are used to develop these applications? 

Which security type can we find in these applications? 

Which is the best method that we can rely on it? 

 

I have intended to use accelerometer sensor to improve the security method which 

support the device technology. The accelerometer showed the optimal way to unlock 

the phone comparing with a usual pin code entry. Since the accelerometer device is 

a reflection of direct user input that measures linear movements in three dimensions 

(right, left and up) [25]. The Smart phone uses a tiny chip (accelerometer) to detect 

changes in orientation and tell the screen to rotate. Basically, it helps the phone 

know up from down [26]. 
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Unlocking features developed due to mitigate the shoulder surfing attack. Through 

testing of applications, the user should unlock the Smartphone screen using 4 Pins 

and each pin contain 4 digits, which mean you should enter 16 digits in order to 

unlock the phone. I have noticed through the practical part of applications, it is very 

difficult for anyone beside the user that moves the objects around numbers to unlock 

the phone screen to discover the four pin codes. 

 

The implementation method for all six applications (based accelerometer) were de-

veloped in  java Eclipse using android Sdk tools and each app has its own idea to 

unlock the phone screen comparing with usual pin code entry. All the applications 

tested practically by 30 students, fifteenth of them studying in computer science and 

the others studying in different department (out of technology department) to com-

pare the user friendly and the robust of app security between them. 

 

However, through statistics that conducted during the testing for both departments, I 

have concluded the applications based accelerometer is more user friendly than the 

usual pin code entry because it is structured with an interesting interface that involve 

sufficient information on how the user can unlock the phone with a high security but 

they took more time to unlock the phone comparing with the typical Pin code. 

 

The most users have spent long time to establish testing based accelerometer 

for multiple ball/symbol than a single ball. Since, the time spent to implement 

it range between 2 to 3 minutes meanwhile the single ball it takes no more 

than one minute. The total time spent to test the seven applications, we can 

realize that both user1 and user3 in group one (student in other departments) 

took approximately 23 minutes to establish the whole testing compared with 

the longest time in group 2 (students in computer science) took just 

maximum 13miutes. The reason for such a long time because it has more 

secure issues in term of keeping track the rights ball/symbol, also the 

sequenced numbers allow you to focus on the ball so you don’t lose it when 

you have no sequence numbers. Whilst the second group has a shorter time 

than the first group due to they were in a technological environment and have 

a good background about the new technologies and how it is work, therefore 

they could finish the test quickly. 

As well as, comparing the app based accelerometer with the typing pin code 

that does not take only a few seconds but unfortunately don’t have an optimal 

security because it is more vulnerable to shoulder surfing attack (looking 
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over someone’s shoulder). When the user input their password in a public 

place, they may be at risk of attackers stealing their password. An attacker 

can capture a password by direct observation [27]. 

 

So I can conclude the optimal method (applications) we can rely on it by 

using multiple balls or symbols (as in picture 3, 4, 5 and 6) to enter the four 

pins respectively. Despite the difficulty of implement it and the drawback of 

spent long time to unlock the phone screen, but its reliable application in term 

of shoulder surfing resistance through providing a secure way to enter the 

passwords by using several fake balls/symbols and the user should discover 

the real ball which can enter the code. 

 

 

6.2 Conclusion 
 
To overcome shoulder surfing attack, seven applications have been implemented on 

android Smartphone. Each one of them has unique technique. The data was collected 

using Samsung phoneS4. Test experiments performed in Linköping University with 

participation of a number of students in different departments. Data of the testing 

collected using Log cat and statistic papers to evaluate the usability of these applica-

tions. The results of testing are subjected to determine the optimal application for 

shoulder surfing security. 

The proposed applications based on accelerometer sensor. I have created two studies 

for two departments. The difference between them is not so huge.  Where the stu-

dents in other departments need more details /explanation on how the applications 

should work and they were taking long time to establish the test than other students 

in technology department, they were taking (8-22) minutes against (6-17) minutes to 

test all the applications. Each one of them carried out seven applications: 

 

The first application about moving a single ball around the sequence numbers (0-9) 

to enter the right pin code. This application was easy to test by the user and do not 

take long time to enter the code. While the second application need to move a single 

ball around non sequence numbers, it was a little bit difficult than the first one be-

cause the user should observe the numbers locations to enter the right pins. 

 

The idea of third and fourth application, have numbers of fake colored balls and the 

user should know which the actual ball to enter the right pins around sequence and 
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non sequence numbers respectively. Those two applications are really hard to under-

stand and guess the right ball special with group A (studying in other departments), 

since the user were confused and miss the right ball every time. At the same time 

they accepted by the user because they have a perfect shoulder surfing security that 

prevents anyone to know the right codes. 

 

Fifth and sixth applications have the same idea of third and fourth applications by 

using different repeated symbols instead of colored balls. They were also tricky to 

find the right symbol among many repeated symbols, despite the difficult of them 

but it is a good and secure way to prevent shoulder surfing attack. 

 

All those applications based on accelerometer are tested and compared with the sev-

enth app, the original way (using fingers when enter the pin code) to unlock the 

Smartphone. It was very easy way to unlock the phone screen using finger print but 

it suffered from shoulder surfing attack. 

From this thesis I can conclude the problem, methods of solving and their results: 

- Problem 

Shoulder surfing attack against usual pin entry code, easy to capture a password by 

direct observation. 

 

- Proposed system 

Using applications based accelerometer to unlock the phone. I have used different 

methods of it, since the first and second app was secured from shoulder surfing at-

tack but not to the degree of other applications because it has just one ball to enter 

the pin codes while the others have about 25 colored balls/repeated symbols to un-

lock the screen. That avoids any shoulder surfing attack or gets the right pins in the 

case of mobile theft. 

From the result, the proposed system achieves better resistance to shoulder surfing 

attacks while maintaining usability. The user liked the idea and responded that it was 

highly likely impossible for someone to discover what the pin codes. Furthermore it 

displays a really easy way to delete the wrong pin. If the user fails to enter the pin 

code, he just needs to shake the phone up down to initialize it. 

  

Of course, there are many other use cases for the accelerometer. With a basic under-

standing of detecting gestures using the accelerometer, the applications can be ex-

tended and reduce the time taken to unlock the Smartphone screen and be more user 

friendly in the future. 
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